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appears to be a really clean example of a mids Ford. Featuring big-block power with an
automatic transmission, it is a factory Camper Special from Check it out and see what you think.
The interior is just as nice as the exterior. Even the back seat is in amazing condition. While a
crew cab might be a little more comfortable for a big family, this super cab will do just fine for
small kids. According to BlueOvalTech. While the stock performance was only about
horsepower, they can be easily woken up with electronic ignition, high-performance intake, and
larger 4bbl carb. The ad says it has been tuned up and driven regularly, which is a plus. The
truck is a 2wd, which will be a drawback for some people. When combined with a camper on the
back, those tires will get you pretty much anywhere you want to go without getting you in too
much trouble. How about you? Would you change anything about this truck if it was yours?
Wonderful old truck! Not sure what the seller is looking for, but the BaT bidding seemed like all
the money for this truck. Nice truck! Hell to park in most places cause the parking is geared
toward new smaller vehicles!! But clean inside and out with a power house motor!! The issue I
see is it needs a purpose for its use!! I talked with a guy who leased vans. Smaller engines like
tended to start misbehaving at K. Mileage sucks though. Looks to have been well cared for.
Front bench has been recovered. Repaint presents nicely too. Only fault I can spot is the dash
pad, but at the going price, who cares! The and engine bay look very clean as well. The wheels
mentioned are later model Ford hub caps, probably has the original steelies under them. Believe
this is a repaint due to the F and Camper special emblems being pop riveted back on, still a nice
truck. Mine had I had a 78 version of this truck, with a and a C6. It was one of the best trucks I
have ever owned. That is a nice looking truck, but I would want more engine for towing, such as
a or a I owned f factory regular cab factory camper special with a factory v8; stock it was not
fast and got terrible gas mileage about mpg! If your going to pull with this truck the thing to do
is rework the heads with satellite seats and sodium cooled valves then install an RV cam
followed by a propane fuel system. The torque will improve but the takeoff will be a bit tamer,
and it will pull hard. Not only will your mileage go up slightly but the price of fuel will go down
too. The other thing is your emissions, with the majority of what comes out the tail pipe being
water will be much better. The benefit to propane over natural gas is its contained at much

lower pressures. Rant over. When i was a kid, my dad ordered a similar truck, f supercab long
box 2wd, only in medium green glow metallic. What memories we have of Big Green. Factory
stock it was a total dog even with the Recurved distributor, holley 4 barrel really woke it up. If i
remember right the factory had the cam timing retarded 4 degrees for emissions reasons and
going back to straight up cam helped a lot too. We loved that truck and went everywhere in it all
over the western us. However during the 79 gas price spike dad sold it and traded into a used 78
f supercab long box, but with the standard 6 cyl. Talk about a change! The new one was a base
model except it had a radio. My brother and I were devastated that dad got rid of big green for
the brown turd as we called it. Years and years went by and lo and behold i found the brown 78
sitting beside a house essentially not being used anymore. I talked to the owners and they
agreed to sell it back to me si i brought it home this past August. Strange to have one of my
dads old trucks back in the family after 30 some years later. Funny â€” I commented in the BaT
thread about the 77 F my dad bought new. It was brown and we called it the brown turd as well!
Drove it a few times and it was pretty lively. Would never by any stretch of the mind call it a dog.
Not sure which ratio it has in back, only two available on the one ton single wheel, with 4. I have
to take off with a very light foot to avoid leaving rubber on the ground and smacking my head
into the rear window. Hi Montana Danford! Don't post your car for sale in the comments. Click
here to get it featured on the homepage instead. Or subscribe without commenting. Subscribe
to our free daily email to continue reading:. No thanks, maybe later. Already have an account?
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Limit Reached! Built from â€”79, the Super Camper Special might have passed right under your
nose without you knowing what they were. But a good eye can definitely spot some major
differences, like the rear wheels shoved farther back and that compartment on the passenger
side of the bed. Made for serious campers looking for extra hauling capacity, a compliant ride,
and conveniences like a built-in pigtail for easy trailer hookups and a sliding rear bumper that
adjusted to aftermarket camper overhangs, the Super Camper Special was a plug-and-play
camper conversion dream. Ford started by increasing the wheelbase to an astounding inches
on a narrower eight-inch-tall, one-ton frame, with a single Dana 70 full-floating rear axle and twin
I-beam front. Available only as a two-wheel drive single cab, the extended wheelbase made for a
stable, better-riding truck with less camper intrusion, which eliminated the space normally
reserved for the spare behind the rear axle. Ford fixed this with a secret compartment and
detachable body panel on the passenger side of the bed for spare tire storage. All of this
extension magic smoothed out the ride, made for a more stable platform, and added cargo
capacityâ€”everything anyone could ever want in a hauling truck in the lates. Although available
only as a three-quarter or one-ton, the Longhorn could be had with a host of engines, from a
straight six to a cubic-inch big-block. Built through , a total of 22, Longhorns were soldâ€”an
average of about per year. With front and rear anti-sway bars, heavy duty shocks, massive drum
brakes in the rear with four-piston disc brakes up front, large radiator, dual batteriesâ€”one for
the truck and the other for the camperâ€”a special frame-mounted tie-down system for your
camper, and the aforementioned built-in camper wiring, all you needed was the camper itself.
Ford provided that too for an extra cost. Ford partnered with Starcraft RV in Topeka, Indiana, to
develop the unique fiberglass-shell-constructed American Road slide-in camper in , as seen in
some Super Camper Special advertising from that year. The oil embargo of may have had a
hand in the demise of the Super Camper Special, which is a shame. Ford offered a wide range of
engines, starting with the base up to the FE through , as well as the from midâ€” From â€”79,
the and small-blocks replaced the and FEs. Payload for the seven years of Super production
was more than pounds, with an overall gross vehicle weight GVWR around 10, pounds. Various
color breakups and packages could take your basic pickup to almost Cadillac luxuriousness,
something almost unheard of just a few years before. Basically everything you could get in a
regular Fâ€”F could b
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Special for it. Typically equipped with the cu-inch C6 combo, it also has air-conditioning and a
sliding rear window. Non-stock items include wood steering wheel, special seat upholstery
originally fabric , Holley cfm carburetor, and electronic ignition. All of the California smog
equipment was mercifully been removed. The paint is factory original red over white. Generally,
all â€”75 and then â€”79 Camper Specials are identical, save for grilles and minor trim. Car
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